1 for the tulip age see W. heinz, "die Kultur der tulpenzeit des osmanischen reiches," Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des Morgenlandes 61 (1967): 62-116; a. Ö. evin, "the tulip age and the definitions of 'Westernization," in Social and Economic History of Turkey (1071-1920) orlin sabev (orhan salİh) thus creating, in fatma müge göçek's words, a "cultural dichotomy"3 or, in rifaat ali abou-el-haj's expression, a "cultural symbiosis."4 in such a cultural atmosphere, much more open to its Western counterpart than in previous times, the ottoman elite, or at least a part of it, being inclined to make use of selected Western achievements, supported the establishment of typography to print books for the turkish-speaking muslim reading public.
the ottoman authorities did not initiate, but supported such a printing enterprise, which was entirely a private and personal undertaking. it was İbrahim müteferrika, who initally enjoyed the moral and financial support of Said efendi, one of the officials to join the embassy to france, that established the first ottoman printing press. İbrahim müteferrika was a transylvanian-born hungarian Protestant who studied to become a minister and belonged to the unitarian denomination. during the revolt of imre thököly against the austrian occupation of transylvania in the early 1690s, he became an ottoman subject and later converted to islam, taking the name İbrahim.5 in 1716 he was elevated to the position of permanent müteferrika, owing to which he was nicknamed müteferrika. Müteferrika was the name of a corps at the ottoman court, whose members were especially attached to the person of the sultan and used for more or less important public or political missions. İbrahim müteferrika, in particular, was employed in diplomatic missions and some bureaucratic services. his last service seems to have been the direction of what was presumably the first ottoman paper mill at Yalova, near istanbul, in the years 1744-47.6 İbrahim died at the end of January 1747,7 and an inventory of all his goods, as well as the unsold books he
